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REASONS FORDECISION

PERELL,J.
Introduction. Standard of Review, and Over'view

Arbitation AcL 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 17 this is an
application for appellate review of the decision of Mr. Guy Jones, a private arbitrator.

tll

Pursuant

to s. 45 (3) of

the

The application is about the operation of the loss transfer provisions of the lzsurance Act,

R.S.O. 1990, c. I.8.

Under the Insurance lcl, automobile insurers pay accident benefits to insured
persons who are injured in motor vehicle accidents. Under the Act and its regulations, in

l2l

2

certain circumstances, the "first party insurer," the insurer responsible for the payment of
the statutory accident benefits, is entitled to be indemnified by another insure., k to*o u,

the "second party insurer". This entitlement to indemnification is known as a ..loss
transfer." The amount of loss tansfer is determined by the Fault Determination Rules,

which are enacted by regulation.

131

The Applicant, ING hsruance Company

of Canada (.fNG), submits that
Arbitrator Jones made a reviewable enor when he concluded that Rule 17 (z) of the Fault
Determination Rules, R.R.o. 1990, Reg. 668, applied in the circumstances of an incident
involving a tactor-trailer insured by ING.

t4l

rhe outcome of Arbitrator Jones' decision is that there was a 100% loss transfer
and ING is obliged to indemnity the Respondent, Farmers'Mutual Insurance company
(Lindsay) ("Farmers' Mutual"), the first party insurer of a vehicle involved in the
incident. ING submits that the correct ruling was that Rule 5 (1) of the Fault

Determination Rules applies, with the result that ING, the second party insurer, would be
responsible for only 10% of the statutory accident benefits paid by Farmers' Mut'al.

t51

ING appeals the decision of Arbitrator Jones. The arbitration ag'eement between
parties
the
provides for an appeal on issues of law and on issues of mixed fact and law.

tgl

On this appeal, ING's position is that: (a) however the issue on the appeal may be
characterized, the standard of review of the arbitrator's decision is conectniss; and
6)
Arbitrator Jones was incorrect.

l7l

On this appeal, Farmers' Mutual's position is that: (a) the issue for the appeal is
ofreview is that the arbitrator should not
be reversed unless he made a palpable and overriding error; but (b) in any event,
Arbitrator Jones was correctan issue of mixed fact and law and the standard

I8l

F my opinion, the appropriate standard of review to apply for this appeal is the
standard ofcorrectness. I come to tiis conclusion for three reasons.
First, in 2002, the Supreme Court of Canada decided Housen v. Nikolaisen,
[2002] 2 s.c-R. 235 and the court examined the various standards of appellate review.
The court held that the standard of appellate review for issues of-law is that of
correctness. In my view, the issue in the immediate appeal involves an analysis and
interpretation of the Fault Determination Rules, which is a legal analysis, and the
decision of the Arbitrator should be reviewed against a standard of correctness. See also:
GAN General Insurance Co- v. state Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance co.
[1999]
O.J. No. 4a67 (S.C.l.); llawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. v. Co-operators,
[200i) O.i.
No.4s88 (S.C.J.).

t9l

uOl Second, if the issue in the immediate case is an issue of mixed fact and law, it still
should be reviewed against a standard of correctness. The court of Appeal in oxford
Mutual Insurance Company v. Co-operators General Insurance Company,
[2006] O.J.
No. 4518 (ont. c.A.) recently considered an appeal from an arbitrato;'s decision of an
issue of mixed fact and law. The court held that the standard ofreview in that case was
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palFable overriding error. However, the issue in the oxford Mutual Insurance appeal was
an issue of mixed fact and law where the arbitrator had considered the appropriate law
and recognized that the case should be determined on its own particular facts ieeping in
mind all relevant factors. Thus, the issue of mixed fact and law in the oxford Muluat
Iwurance company appeal approached an issue of fact for which deference should be
showed the arbiaator's decision. In my opinion, the determination of the imnediate case
is more legal than factual, and, accordingly, the skndard ofreview should be correctness.

1]

Third, and these decisions may need to be reconsidered in the light of Housen v.
Nilalaisen, supra, there is a line of authorities that support the proposition that where the
arbitration agreement provides for a right of appeal, the standard of review of the
decision ofa private arbitrator is tlat of correch ess: petrolon Distributors Inc. v. petroLon Canada Ltd., |9951 O.J. No. ll42 (Gen. Div); Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v.
Commerce Insurance Co., [20011 O.J. No. 5479 (S.C.D; Lombard Canada Inc. v.
Saskatchewan Govemment Insurance, i20021 O.J. No. 4257 (S.C.J); primmum
Insurance Co. v. Aviva Insurance Co. of Canada, [2005] O.J. No. 1477 (S.C.J.).
[1

[12] I, therefore, will apply a stqndard of correctness in my review of the decision of
Arbitrator Jones.
U3l Applying that standard, for the reasons that follow, although I disagree with
Arbitrator Jones' approach or line of argument, I conclude that his conclusion; namely,
that Rule 17 (2) ofthe Fault Determination Rules applied, was correct. Accordingly, thi;
application should be dismissed.
Background Facts

Mount Joy Road is an unmarked, 2-lane roadway in the municipality
[t+t
in the

of Scugog,
County of Durham, Ontario with a tar-covered, gravel type surface.- .{i
approximately 5:45 p.m., on Sunday, September 26, 1999, a serious motor vehicle
accident occurred on Mount Joy Road.

t15l Just before the accident, Mr. William Churchill was driving a small compact
chelrolet automobile, which he owned, and which was insured by Farmers' Mutual. Mr.
churchill was &iving westbound on Mount Joy Road. In the passenger seat was his son
Lee, and in the rear seat was his wife Gail. They were going out for dinner at a restaurant.
t16l Just before the accident, there was parked on the north side of Mount Joy Road a
tactor-trailer unit, which was insured by ING. The tractor was owned by Richard
Geisberger. The trailer was owned by Ronald Geisberger. For reasons that will become
apparent later, when I discuss the Fault Determination Rules, it is important to note that
the.pgor-trailerlygllEally parked on the westbo'nd lane of Mouni Joy Road and that
this roai[i5-16-c-a'f-ed outsii; a aiE bwn;oivillagA
Il71 A tractor-t-ailer is a heary commercial vehicle. Just before the accident, Mr.
Richard Geisbe@eans
that were being grown in

two fields adjacent to Mount Joy Road. The farmers' plan was to move the traitor-trailer
from the roadway and to use it in harvesting the soybean crop.
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churchill, as he proceeded
[ttlwas Mr.
parked

westbound, saw, in the distance, the tractor-trailer.

in a way that obstructed the lane in which r'r.. cir*"n i;, -.*-.uu,

It

traveling- Actually, Mr. churchill did not know whether the
tractor-trailer was stopped oi
moving, but he was gaining on it, and he would have to maneuver
around it.

tl9.]

Mr. churchill's plan was to pass the tractor-tailer on the driver,s side.
However,
as he came closer and looked past the trailer, he observed
an eastbound ueri"t. in tn.
other lane. The eastbound vehicle was g*li"e lawtully
in its lane on th" t;;J;;;. Mr.
churchill concluded that the eastbound vehicle was not going to yield
its h;. M;.
churchill braked and tumed his vehicle to the right,
tn"
;gni
mot
,ia. or ni,
automobile struck the left rear side of the trailer. saaty, -a
m son Li was u.ry r".iouJy
injured in the accident.

[20]

Fanners' Mutual was the first parfy insurer of the churchill vehicle,
and it paid
statutory accident benefits for Lee churchill. Fanners' Mutual
sought to b" i";;;fr;;
for these payments from ING, the second party insurer. The parti",
not ug.". uloui
the loss transfer and their dispute was submitted to be arbitraied
"ould
by Arbitrator
6nes.
Statutorv Backsround

[21] .. Before discussing the Reasons for Decision of Arbitator Jones, it is necessary to
describe and set out the statutory background that framed the
dispute that was before tim
and that directed how he should resolvi that dispute.

t22l Section 275 of the Insurance Act creates a scheme for loss transfer payments
whele a1 insurer who pays statutory accident benefits may
be repaid, i.". i"d";ih;;;;
another insurer. For present purposes, the following subsections
ofs. 275 are rerevant:
27,5 (1)

Indemni/ication in certain cases - The insurer responsible under
(2) for the payment of statutory accident benefits to such
classes ofperson as may be named in the regulations is entitled,
*Uj.".iio
such terms, conditions, provisions, excluJions and limits ;
;t 'from
;;
prescribed, to indernnification in relation to such benefits
paid by it
the insurers ofsuch crass or classes of automobiles as may
be named in the
regulations involved in the incident from which the responsibility
to pay
subsection 268

the statutory accident benefits arose.

(2) Idem

-

Indemnification under subsection (l) shall be made to the
of each insured as determined tnder the Faurt

respective degree of fault
Determination Rules.

(4) Arbitration - If t{e. insurers are unable to agree with
respect to
indemnification under this section, the dispute shalibe resolved
ihiough
arbitration under the Arbitrations Act.

[23] . subsection 9 (3) of ont. Reg. 664190 under the Insurance lcr provides a first
party insurer with a right to craim indemnification fiom a second
pu.ty ior*", *o"i u
policy insuring a heavy commercial vehicle. The subsection states:
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(3)A

second party insurer under a policy insuring a heavy
commercial
vehicle is obligated under section 275 ofthe Act to indemnifu
u nrriffi
insurer unless the person receiving statutory accident
benefits from the

first party insurer is claiming thim undei a policy

commercial vehicle.

ior*i"g u heu;

I24l Indemnification is determined in accordance with the Fault Determination Rules,
which are ont Reg. 66g/g0. Section 2 0r Rule 2 0f this
regulation provides that an
insurer shall determine the degree of fault of its ins*eJ
foi lo* or'du."g" *rr"g
directly from the use or operation of an automobile in accordance
with the Fault
Determination Rules' Thusf the extent to which ,1" i"rt party
insurer can claim
-F;;l;
indemnity from the insurer of the heavy commercial vehicle
i, gou"-ra by G

Determination Rules.

ln Jevco Insurance Co. v. Canadian General Insurance
Co. (1993),14 O.R. (3d)
547, the Court of Appeal described the scheme of
the Fault
Determination Rules as follows:

(CA) at p.
145

The scheme of the legislation" under s. 275 of the lnsurance
Act and
compan.i6a regulations, is to provide for an expedient
method of reimbursing_ the first_party insurer foi payment
of no-fault
benefits from the second-party insurer whose insured
was nrffy o. partiaffy

-a ,*_ury

at fault for the accident. The fault of the insured is to
be Aeterminei
strictly in accordance with the fault determination Rules, p."s..iUaly
r9g.ul-at]9n, and any detennination of.fault in litigation
between tte in;,uel
plaintiffand the alleged tortfeasor is irrelevant.

126l

In Jevco Insurance Co. v. Halifax Insurance Co.,
tl994l O.J. No. 3024 (Gen.
Div'), at para. 8, Matlow, J. described the Fault Detennination
Rures as follows: ..Thew
set out a serie.s of general types of accidents and, to
facilitate i"a"-"in""ti., *il"";;""
necessity. of allocating actual faul! they allocate fault
according to the type ofa particuiar
accident in a manner that' in most cases, would probably
bui not necess-ily correspond
with actual fault." In Jevco Insurance Co. v. yo)k Fire & casuarty
cr. oige), zi'o.i.
(3d) 483 (c.A.) at p. 486, Carthy, J.A. stated that ,.the
purpose of the legislation is to
spread the load among insure-rs in a gross and somewhat
Ltitt"ty arn-ii" 6r""rrrg
expedition and economy over finite e*aititude.',

I27l

The Fault Detemrination Rules are to be liberally construed
and appried and in
accordance with their own factors and not those which
would uppty *a.r' in" o.ainurf
lulr:-if^!9rt^l1w: Co-operator,s General Insurance Co. v. Canadian General Insurance
Co.,11998) O.J. No. 2578 (Gen. Div.).
Section 3 or Rule 3 of
The degree
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Reg. 668/90 (Fault Determination Rtiles) provides:

offault ofan insured

is determined without reference to

(a) the circumstances in which
incident occurs, including weather
.th_e
conditions, road conditions, visibility or the actions oipedestriais;
or

a
N
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(b) the location on the insured's automobile of the point
of contact with any
other automobile involved in the accident.

l29l

In the

case before Arbitrator Jones, the only Rules

Rules that could apply were Rule 17 (2) and Rule 5

[30]

of the Fault Determination
wtricn,
in effect, i, a aeAutt nrtJ
1i;,

Rule 17 (2) ofthe Fault Detemdnation Rules provides as
follows:

z

o

17 (2) If automobile ..A,, is iltegally parked, stopped
or standing when it is
stuck by automobile..B" and if the aicident occurs outside
a cif,,, to.n, oi
village, the driver of automobile 'A" is 100 per cent at faurt
and the driver
of automobile .,B" is not at fault for the incidlent.

[31] Rule 5 (r) of the Faurt Determination Rures is a default Rule.
incident is not described in any ofthe other Rules. Rule 5 (l)
states:
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Rule 5: The Ordinary Rules of Law

(l) If an incident is not_described in any of these Rules, the degree of
fault of the insured shall be determined in accordance *ith th.

ordinary Rules of law.

[32]

For the discussion that follows, it.is arso helpful to note
Rule 4, which appries
when more than one Rule applies. This Rule states:
(

1) If more than one Rule applies with respect to the insured,
the Rule that
the least degree of fault to the insured shall be deemed to
be the

"qiQ*_r
only
Rule that applies in the circumstances.

(2) Despite subsection (l), if two Rules apply with respect
to an incident
involving two automobiles and if under o* nurc the insured
is 100;e;
cent at fault and under the other the insured is not at fault
for the incidJit,
the insured shall be deemed to be 50 per cent at fault for
the incident.

tJ:t .wit! ttrjs statutory backgro'nd the task for Arbitrator Jones was first to
detennine the facts; namely, his task was to determine *hut
*as ..the incident,, and
second to determine if that incident was described in
any of the rules. rr" *u. to
determine if the rure "applies with respect to the insured.;'
ihird, if the ro"io"ot, u, n"
found it to be' was described in any of the rures, then his
task .,oi, t"
tl"i-J"
"pprvn"r.".igii
ylel arb]tr11-uod expedient as thi apprication of the Fauri Det".-rt",i""
".
be. Fourth' if the incident was not described in any of the
rutes, then his task was to
determine the degree of fault of the insured in accord-ance
with the ordinary rule, or ru*.
I34l

'-:
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Arbitrator Jones made findings of fact with respect to the incident
on Mount Joy
Road. ln his Reasons for Decision, hJ stated:

N
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Mr. Churchill testified that he had pulled out to pass the transport trailer,
but that there was an oncoming eastbound car. As the transport trailer
covered a large portion of the westbound lane, Mr. Churchill was unable
to.pass the transport trailer. Instead he braked and veered to the right,
striking the left rear of the transport trailer. On the evidence, it is clear iirai
the westbound car could-not pass the transport trailer without going into
the eastbound lane of traffic.
[3

5]
.

_ fubihator

Jones interpreted the application of the Fault Determination Rules to
be

qualified_or subject to exceptions. His approach is revealed by the
from his Reasons for Decision:

following;;;;

The loss transfer Rules were established as a relatively quick and
inexpensive way of deterrnining loss transfer in accident b"nifit .ur"r.
They have been recognized by arbitrators and by courts as such and, in
some cases as dispensing ..rough justice". To the extent that the Rules
Rgles..should the fault determination R@
otherwise would minimize the applicability oiEi ruuiiEtermination
Rules. [emphasis added]

136l Aftitrator Jones developed the qualification that the Fault Determination Rules
should apply unless the fact situation is fundamentally difrerent than
.oot".ptut"Juf-tn"
rules. Ar_ bitator Jones gathered support for this appioach to the application
or tne ia-uti
Determination Rules from the decision of Arbitraior Lee Samis iibomrnron
of canacta
General Insurance Company and Kingsway Insurance Company (August
23, iqSSl

-J
from Arbitrator Jones's own decision in primmum Insurance coipany
and Attstate
Insurance Company of Canada (September 15 , 2004) .
l37l

r"he Dominion Insurance and the primmum Insurance arbitration decisions
are
both examples where an arbitrator concluded that Rule 17 did not
apply to the incident. In
both of the decisions, the arbitrators concluded that Rule l7 did noi-apply because
of throle played by a third vehicle. Arbitrator Jones stated:
I_am in general agreement with Arbitrator Samis, comments in that
case,
although would not suggest that the list of considerations set out in

section

I
3 (a) are necessarily the only matters to be taken into

consideration. However, when the other considerations are so fi.rndamental
to the happening of the incident, to the point where the Rule no longer
properly describes the incident, then the Rule is not applicable as itio
longer accurately describes the fact situation.

t38l

Arbihator Jones concluded that the fact situation before him was not

fundamentally different than contemplated by Rule 17
e) and u."61dingly he applied the
rule. In his Reasons for Decision, he stated: "while the oncoming car dd pruv,o,o.
,or"
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in the accident, it did not change the situation so fundamentally such that the Rule
ought
not to apply."

[39] As a matter of developing jurisprudence, Arbitrator Jones distinguished the
Dominion Insurance arbitation decision and his own primmum Insuranci arbitation
decision. Arbitrator Jones stated:
The fact situation in this case is somewhat different. Here Mr. churchill
simply pulled out to pass the transport trailer and saw another oncomi.g
vehicle traveling legally in the eastbound lane. Mr. churchill then brakei
and veered to the right and struck the parked tansport trailer. While
the
oncoming car did play some role in the accident, lt did not change the
situation so fundamentally such tlat the Rule ought not to upply. ....
While I accept that it may be difficult, in some situations, to detirmine if
the fact situation is so fundamentally different than the Rure. in this case I
am of the view that it is not and Rule l7 (2) applies.

[40]

I foreshadow here to say that I agree with Arbitator Jones,s conclusion that Rule
(") applies. I disagree, however, with his analysis of the Dominion Insurance
case and,
with his own dec ision rn lhe Primmum Insurance case.
17

Discussion

[41]

As

I

have already noted, after making his findings of fact, Arbitrator Jones'
the fact situation was
lpploach was to apply the Fault Determination Rules
fundamentally different than contemplated by the Rules. In'iless
the arbitration before him, he
concluded that Rule l7 (2) applied to tle fact situation and that the fact situation
was not
fundamentally different than contemplated by Rule 17 (2). Accordingly, he applied
Rule
t7 (2).

he has imported to the

[a3l My approach to the conclusion that Rule 17 (2) applies is straightforward and
consistent with the rough and ready nature of the Fault Determinatioi Rules,
which
favour expediency over accuracy in determining fault. My approach is that since it
was
found as a fact that the hactor-trailer (automobiie'A") was iiGgally parked
when it was
stuck by Mr. churchill's vehicle (automobile "B') and since it was iound as
a fact that
the accident occurred outside a city, town, or village, therefore the criteria for the
application of Rule 1 7 (2) were satisfied. There was no iuggestion that the criteria
for any
other rule of the Fault Determination Rules were r"tisfied. Therefore, the correc"t
conclusion is that Rule 17 (2) applies. That Rule 17 (2) applies was Arbitrator Jones
ultimate conclusion, and thus the appeal from the decision-snouta u dismissed.
t441 Arbilr-ator Jones' approach was more complex and, with respect, on the facts of
this case and having regard to the insurers that were before trin, trisapproaeFwaswrong,
although it ultimately led to the conect result.
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[45]

In my criticism of Arbitrator Jones' approach although not his conclusion, tlere is
a subtle semantic problem that needs to be noted. To say that the facts of a case do not
fall withi" the interpretation of a Fault Determination Rule is an interpretative decision
and not the same thing as saying that the facts ought not to fall within thi nule, which
is a
normative or legislative decision. I take Arbitator Jones in describing his approach to the
application of the Fault Determination Rules to mean that he was detenoining what
circumstance ought to fall within Rule 17 (2). However, whether he was interpreing
the
law or making it, in my opinion, he would have made an error if he had concrudeJthat
Rule l7 (2) did not apply or that it ought not to apply to the facts ofthis case.

146l At first blush, ING's

s

46.

Section 275 (2) of the Insurance Act calls for the degree of fault to
be determined under the fault determination Rules. The statute does not
call for the application of the Rules, unless there is ..firndamental,,

a

difference between the set of facts and the Rule. euite simply, ifa specific
Rule applies to the facts, the dispute is to be resolved in aciordanci with
the Rule. Ifa specific Rule does not apply, the issue is to be determined in
accordance with the ordinary rules of law, under Rule 5.

I47l

ln paragraph 48 of its fact'm, ING states that "fault is to be determined strictly in
accordance with the Fault Determination Rules." ING's argument is that Rule s appties
because Rule 17 does not apply. Paragraph 49 of the factum states, with my emphasis
added:

49.

Rule 17 contemplates a two-vehicle collision. Where another
vehicle plays a role in the circumstances, the Rule ousht not to be applied.

t48l

Although disavowing the approach of Arbitrator Jones, it seems to me that trNG
actually adopting his approach as a necessary element of its argument on the appeal. As
I have already said, I think it is incorect to approach Rule 17 normatively by aet'e.rni"in!
is_

p@;ttL

:11.:,1"]'tll
rgglt totoll
apply iFl6askthe wrong quJsti,oii

t49l

-qjfbqs

As noted earlier, Arbitrator Jones' professed approach can be traced to the
of Mr. Lee Samis, arbitrator, in Dominion of Canada General Insurance

decision

Company
and
Kingsway
Insurance
Company,
ryw.fspo.sov.on.ca,'cnglish,&eari4r:s,rprivatcarbi'1999-0g-23.aso, (August ZZ, ie}q,
whose_decision was upheld by Sachs, J. in Kingsway Insrror"i Co*piry v. Dominion
if
-2000
canada GeneralTfriFdndE:Company, (s.C.J.), unreporte(r January l r,
(court file
No. 99-CV-176780).

t50l

rhe Dominion Insurance

z
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'ccess on this appeal does not depend on accepting
Arbitrator Jones' approach that Rule 17 (2) should apply rrntsss tie fact sitgation ii
fundamentally different than contemplated by the Rule. lndeed, it would appear that ING
agrees with my criticism of that approach. ING states in pamg'aph 46 of its iactum:

:.1111:: the Rg!9
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traflic accident on Highway 11. The
drivi.g northbound when a hea:vy commercial

case concemed a

facts were that Mr. Rousseau was in a car
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vehicle driven by Mr' Tremblay exited a truck stop on the east side of the highway.
Because of the obstruction of the Tremblay truclq Mr. Rousseau braked his car,
unfortunately, the car went out of control, and it struck a parked pickup auck, the veinott
vehicle, which was at the side ofthe highway. Rousseauis insurlr, Dominion of canada,
claimed a loss tansfer from Tremblay's insurer, Kingsway Insurance.

t51l rhe first issue tlat Arbitrator Samis had to address was whether Tremblay's
vehicle, which itself was not struck in any way, was an automobile ..involved in ihe
incident." Thus, the arbitrator was called on to interpret s.-275 of the Insurance Act
and,
determine whether Dominion Insurance, the insurir .eslbnsiDle for the payment
of
statutory accident benefits, was entitled to indemnification from the insurers of an
automobile (of a class named in the regulations) "involved in the incident." It is
lmportant to note that this predicate issue was preliiffi
ation and
application of the Fault Determination Rules.
t52l It was in the context

of interpreting the words ..involved in the incident"

that

Arbitrator Samis set out a variety of criteria; namely: (a) whether there is contact between
the vehicles; (b) the physical proximity of the vehicles; (c) the time interval berween
the
relevant actions of the two vehicles; (d) the possibility of a causal relationship
between
the actions of one vehicle and the subsequent actioni of another; and (e) whether it
is
foreseeable that the actions ofone vehicle might directly cause harm or injury to
another
vehicle and its occupants. Arbitrator samis concluded that the Tremblay vehicle was
"involved in the incident."

t53l

rhe conclusion that the Tremblay vehicle was involved in the incident, in turn,
in accordance with the

exposed rremblay's insurer to a loss tansfer to be determined

Fault Determination Rules. Excluding the default Rule, Arbitrator samis concluded
that
none of the Fault Determination Rules applied to the Tremblay vehicle. with respect
to
Rule 17 (2) this conclusion was undoubtedly true, because the Tremblay vehicle was
not
altomobile 'A", an illegally parked, stopped or standing vehicle nor was it automobile
"B," the vehicle striking the illegally parked, or standing vehicle.

I54l

It was in the context of determining which of the Fault Determination Rules might
apply to the Tremblay vehicle that Arbitrator Samis stated:

ln my view it is not appropriate to characterize this accident as a 2 vehicle
accident, as contemplated by Rule 17. Having concluded that the
Tremblay vehicle is involved, that involvement can not be ignored by
blind application ofa Rule that deals with another kind ofcollision. I note
that the Fault Determination Rules do deal with some multiple vehicle
accident cases under Rule 9. However, no Rule addresses the iacts of the
case at hand.

t55]

Earlier in his decision, Arbitrator Samis referred to Rule 3, which states that..the
degree of fault of an insured is determined without reference to the circumsrances
in
which the incident occurs," and stated:
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interpret section 3 to exclude references to ambient conditions and the
actions of pedestrians. Section 3 does not require me to exclude the
actions of the Tremblay vehicle in this case, and to do so would be to
ignore one of the main events leading to these injuries. Section 3 of the

Fault Determination Rules does not require me
involvement of the Tremblay vehicle.

to

disregard the

t56l I do not read Arbitator Samis' reasons as supporting the approach that the Fault
Determination Rules apply unless the fact situation is n naa-entatty different
than
contemplated by the Rules. He rather held that excepting the defaurt iule, none
of the
Fault Determination Rules were applicable to a vehicle involved in the incident
againsi
whom a loss transfer was being made. This approach is consistent with nules r, +,
?nd i
of the Fault Determination Rules. He. rejected an approach where an ior*",
io u
loss transfer claim could place itself in a position *her" non" of the Fault Determination
""porla
Rules - not even the default Rule - could be applied to it.
tsll

.

Justice Sachs appreciated the dlmamics

of the case when she upheld the

ar_bitration decision. She appreciated that Tremblay's insurer was attempting
to

iave Rule
upptv to exculpate itself from liability by having it apply to others and- thus
oust the
17
default Rule that might inculpate the Tremblay vehicte. saihs, J. stated in paragraph
of her Reasons:

-

Using Rule 17 (l) in this case would be to make a determination of fault
two vehicles, neither of which was a healy comrnercial vehicle
fike the Tremblay vehiclel. The effect would bj to apply the Fault
Determination Rules because a heavy commercial vehicle was-involved in
the incident, but then to ignore the presence of the heavy commercial
vehicle in determining fault. Since the purpose of the Fault betermination
Rules is to determine the degree of fault of the driver of the heavy
commercial vehicle it makes no sense to apply a Rule which makes no
mention of the role of the healy commercial vehicle in its description of
the accident.
as between

[58] In any event, the Dominion Insurance case is not a good analogy to the problems
ofthe immediate case. An analogy is only as good as the similar el"-!nt, are
ienuinely
similar and the dissimilar elements are not misleading. In the case at bar, tn""." i, ,i
doubt that the tractor-trailer and Mr. churchill's vehiclJs were .,involved in the incident"
and there is no doubt that read literally the criteria of Rule 17 (2) applied to these
vehicles. It seems to me tlat asking whether the third vehicle, the eastboild vehicle,
was
"involved in the incident" is to ask the wrong question because no loss transfer claim is
being made against the insurer ofthe third vehicle.
i59l

My analysis of the Dominion Insurance case is not disturbed and is

rather

by Newbould, J.'s judgment n Lombard Canada Co. v. Axa Insurance Inc.,
o.J.
No. 601 (S.c.J.). This is another case involving three vehicles. However, ali
120071
were insured vehicles found by the arbitator to be "involved in the incident."
one of the
insurers, Lombard, submitted that a Fault Determination Rule, in that case Rule
12, was
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the only rule that applied. Not surprisingly, Rule 12, which was a rule for two vehicles,
did not impose any fault on Lombard's insured who did not fall within the criteria of the

rule. The arbitrator rejected Lombard's submission, and on its appeal, Newbould, J.
agreed with the arbifator. In paragraph 23 of his Reasons for Decision, Newbould, J.
stated: "It was open to the arbitrator to conclude that Rule 12 did not apply to the incident
which involved three vehicles. It is hard to understand how the arbitator could have
come to any different conclusion. Rule 12, by its terms, applies to an incident involving
only two vehicles."

As I read the judgment in the Lombard case, the arbitrator's approach was to
finding
make
of fact and then to determine what Fault Determination Rules were
applicable in a case where fault had to be allocated between three insured vehicles. ln
Lombard, none of the rules that described types of incident were applicable to the facts,
and thus the default rule applied. In contrast, in the case at bar, the arbitrator made
findings of fact and then identified a rule that could be applied to allocate fault. In my

t60l

opinion, the arbitrator was conect in applying the rule.

t61l

Finally, this brings the discussion to Arbitrator Jones' own decision in the

Primmum Insurance case, which he distinguished in order to apply Rule 17 (2). The facts

of this case were that a motorcyclist, Mr. Bautista, and a driver of a van, Ms. Brou'n,
were both proceeding northbound on Highway 27. In order to avoid an unidentified
motor vehicle tlat had entered an intenection against a red light, Ms. Brown swerved her
vehicle and it came into contact and injured Mr. Bautista. The unidentified vehicle left
the scene and was not apprehended. Mr. Bautista's insurer, Primmum Insurance, claimed
a loss transfer from Ms. Brown's insurer, Allstate Tnsurance.

[62]

Primmum Insurance submitted that Rule 10 (4), which applied when the incident
involved two vehicles and a lane change, was the applicable rule. Allstate, however,
argued that Rule 10 (4) did not apply because the actions ofthe third vehicle should not
be ignored and its involvement ousted the rule. Primmum countered that: Rule 3 applied;
tle actions of the third vehicle should be ignored; and Rule l0 (4) should be applied.
Relying on Arbitrator Samis's decision in Dominion Insurance, Arbitrator Jones
concluded that Rule 3 did not stand in the way of concluding that Rule l0 (4) did not
apply and the third vehicle was at fault; he stated:

I am in general agreement with Arbitrator Samis' comments in that case,
although I would not suggest that the list of considerations set out in
section 3 (a) are necessarily tbe only matters to be taken into
consideration. However, when the other considerations are so fundamental

to the happening of the incident, to the point where the Rule no longer
properly describes the incident, then the Rule is not applicable as it no
longer accurately describes the situation.

This interpretation is I believe, consistent with section 5 (l) of the
regulation, which states: If an incident is not described in any of these
Rules, the degree of fault of the insured shall be determined in accordance
with the ordinary rules of law.
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Section 10 (4) refers to a ,.collision"; whereas section 5 refers to an
"incident". There is a difference between the two terms. Arbitrator Samis
in Dominion of Canada General Insurance v- Kingsway Insurance
Company, cited above, noted the distinction between collisions and
incidents. An incident does not necessarily involve a collision. Section r0
(4) requires there to be a collision, however, that section does not properly
reflect the entire incident, and since the incident is not described in seition
l0 (4), then Rule 5 (1) suggests you do not apply that section. Section 10
(4) would apply to a simple two-vehicle collision.
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[63] with respect, I

believe that Arbitrator Jones has misread Arbitrator Samis'
decision in the Dominion Insurance case.It is to be recalled that in that case, the insurer
against whom a loss transfer claim had been made was attempting to have its own
involvement in the incident ignored and Arbitrator samis concluded tiat Rule 17, which
by its_terms was never applicable to that insurer, did not apply in those circumstances to
the other insurers who were caught by the express tenns ofa Fault Determination Rule.
In contnst, in the Primmum Insurance case,an insurer who was caught by the terms of a
particular Fault Determination Rule was attempting, (successfully,ls ii turned out)
to
escape tlat rule by pointing to the involvement of another vehicle, whose insurer,
if any,
was not exposed to any claim for a loss transfer. In my opinion, Arbitrator Jonesi
approach in Premmun Insurance offended Rule 3 and he did not determine what
rules
were applicable to the insured as opposed to parties not before the tribunal. ln contrast,
4ftit1tor Samis' approach was to determine an insured's fault by determining whai
,Fault Determination Rules, including the default Rule, applied io an incideit
that
included the involvement ofthe insured.

164l In any evenl for the purposes of the immediate appeal, it ultimately does not
matter whether Arbitator Jooes was rigbt or wrong in interpreting the Dominion

Insurance case or in coming to his own decision in primmun Insurance because he
ultimately concluded that neither case applied to exclude the application of Rule 17 (2).
Thus, in my opinion, he came to the correct conclusion that RulilT (2) applied.
Conclusion
[65] - Thus, although I disagree with Arbitrator Jones' approach or line of argument, I
conclude that his conclusion; namely, that Rule 17 (2) of the Fault Determinati-on Rules
applied, was correct. Accordingly, this application should be dismissed.

rf the parties cannot agree as to the matter of costs, then they may make brief
submissions in writing. Farmer's Mutual may make submissions within 2d davs of the
release ofthese Reasons and then ING will have 20 days to reply.
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Released: May 31,2007
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